INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
COIL COVER
P/N: 74254, MUSTANG 86-93
This kit has been specifically designed to fit the 86-93 Ford Mustang. It will dress up and hide
the stock coil, adjacent electrical terminals and wiring. The stock plastic cover will be reused to
prevent anything from electrically grounding to your new MOROSO cover. All the necessary
fasteners to secure the MOROSO cover in place are included. The cover supplied is raw
aluminum. You can polish, anodize or powder coat it to your liking.

PARTS LIST
DESCRIPTION
COVER
1/4-20 BUTTON HEAD CAP SCREW
1/4-20 LOCKNUT

QTY
1
1
1

DESCRIPTION
HOOK DOTS
LOOP DOTS
(BLANK)

QTY
7
7
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Figure 2

Figure 3

PREPARING COVER:
1. Protect new MOROSO cover from being scratched and rest it face down on a work
surface.
2. Cut tabs off of stock plastic coil cover and deburr with a file.

Figure 4
3. Lay stock plastic cover inside of MOROSO cover. Mark bottom edge of plastic cover so it
does not hang below MOROSO cover and cut.
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PREPARING COVER (cont’d):
4. Air bag warning label on the stock plastic cover should be removed and adhered to the
MOROSO cover. If you fail to transfer the warning label or hide the warning label from
view, it is your responsibility to comply with the warning and to advise any future owner or
mechanic of the warning.
5. Clean inside of MOROSO cover and face of stock plastic cover with rubbing alcohol.

Figure 5
6. Peel and stick loop dots in approximate positions shown in Figure 5 to the stock plastic
cover.
7. Without peeling the backing, align and mate the hook dots to the loop dots.
8. Peel the backing off of the mated hook dots.
9. Position stock plastic cover into the MOROSO cover. Then press and hold in place for
30 seconds.

Figure 6
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INSTALLATION:
1. Park car so that you can safely work at the left front of the vehicle.
2. Turn the front wheels all the way to the left.
3. Remove stock plastic cover and set aside.

Figure 7
4. Remove and save the fender bolt show in Figure 7.
5. Pre-fit cover into position. Confirm if any factory wiring needs to be re-secured and/or if it
is rubbing against the edge of the MOROSO cover. Adjust/reroute wiring as needed.

Figure 8
6. Re-position the MOROSO cover and secure it to the car using the fender bolt. Do not
tighten at this time. Be sure that coil wire is above the side tab on the cover as shown in
Figure 8.
7. Line up hole in shock tower tab and install button head cap screw.
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INSTALLATION (cont’d):

Figure 9
8. From inside the front wheel well (Figure 9), install the locknut and snug button head
screw.
9. Adjust MOROSO cover into its final position and tighten button head cap screw and
locknut.
10. Tighten fender bolt.

This vehicle also had installed:
74253: Brake Booster Cover
85514: Air-Oil Separator
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